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profit. In teaching a modern foreign language like
English in India a similar distinction will eventually
apply, but in the early stage of the teaching the reading will
be mostly reading aloud, and attention will be paid more to
the mechanical qualities of reading English, a correct
pronunciation and articulation, and understanding of
what is being read, than to the cultivation of expression
or the fitting of tone, emphasis, etc., so as to convey
to the hearer all that the author personally intended to-
convey. In other words, it is the general qualities of
English speech and reading, not the particular expression
of the passage, on which the teacher has to concentrate
first.
Reading with expression is an art that should be culti-
vated in the vernacular, and in lessons on his mother
tongue the pupil should contract that habit of fitting
expression which once contracted he will bring to his-
reading of English later on when he has mastered the
earlier difficulties of pronunciation and vocabulary.
Nor can we expect profitable silent reading at an early
stage in the teaching of English, until, at any rate, the
pupil can make such progress in reading with under-
standing that his enjoyment of what he reads is no-
longer thwarted by its difficulties.
A further reason for an almost exclusive attention to-
reading aloud in the first stage of English reading is the
necessity of seeking every possible aid towards good
speaking of English in the beginner, and reading aloud
may be regarded as speaking practice with the book to
supply the words. It is, in fact, speaking without the
trouble of finding the thoughts, and is thus a stage
preparatory to practice in speaking with that trouble,
that is, to independent oral composition.
The Blackboard Transition to Reading   ^^
To this reading of English aloud the first or mainly
oral stage of English leads on gradually. The transition
is effected by judicious use of the blackboard. As already
suggested, collected letters, words, and sentences, used in
the oral practice, are written by the teacher on the black-
board, and seen and uttered by the pupils. If this is
confined to-matter already familiar in sound and meaning,,

